Developed to support English language learners, the textbook series is available in four content areas:

- English Language Arts
- Mathematics
- Science
- Social Studies
Region 4 developed the Embedding the ELPS With E's series in response to the increasing number of English language learners (ELLs) in classrooms across the content areas. Reader Activities throughout each book guide the educator through the series' three instructional components: the English Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS), the highly-effective instructional strategies identified by the Mid-continent Research for Education and Learning study led by Robert Marzano, and the 5E instructional model.
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Each of the four books in this series (one each for English language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies) includes three classroom-ready, content-specific lessons that illustrate how the instructional components can be easily integrated so that ELLs gain access to the rigorous content in high school course work. This practical resource for the content-area teacher simplifies the instruction needed for ELLs to develop the social and academic language required for their success, while maintaining the integrity of the lesson content.

Embedded the ELP's with E's: english language arts
- Product ID: 501-1582

Embedded the ELP's with E's: mathematics
- Product ID: 407-1579

Embedded the ELP's with E's: science
- Product ID: 460-1580

Embedded the ELP's with E's: social studies
- Product ID: 460-1581

Price: $50 each

Order online: www.region4store.com
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